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AStarbucks cup merging with a crowd around a dried-up
well, or a yacht spliced with a boat full of refugees: pow-
erful collages by a Turkish artist have taken the internet
by storm. With over half a million followers on Instagram

and thousands more on Facebook and Twitter, 29-year-old Ugur
Gallenkus has stirred a huge reaction by juxtaposing photos of
misery in war-torn countries with the comforts of the West. His
digital collages bring together photos he finds in the media that
have similar compositions but tell entirely different stories.

One features a little girl dressed in a Wonder Woman costume
spliced together with a girl covered in blood and bandages-the
sort of jarring contrast which Gallenkus hopes will raise awareness
of a “parallel world”. “I would like to tell the world that people in
developing countries live in war, hunger and pain. If we want to
live in peace and harmony we must have knowledge about each
others’ lives,” he told AFP.   Gallenkus first started the project in
2016 in reaction to the photo of Aylan Kurdi, the three-year-old
Syrian refugee who was found drowned on a Turkish beach the
year before, which sent shock waves around the world and be-
came one of the most searing images of Europe’s migrant crisis.
“One morning while watching the news, I saw the fear and despair
in the eyes of a group of immigrant families trying to cross the sea
for a better life.  “That shocked me and I decided to tell the world
of their situation,” said the Istanbul-based artist.

‘War took everything’ 
Gallenkus says his work covers subjects from all over the

world, including war, famine, violence against women, income
inequality and climate change.  “But the war and instability in
Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan are an important part of my work,”

he stressed. In another piece, one side of the image shows a
father bathing his children in the remnants of a bathroom de-
stroyed by war, while the other side shows a clean, lavish bath-
room with a fancy chandelier.  “I only interpret the images in a
different way. I try to find the value and meaning of the photos
that I see in the news and add the message I want to give to
the world,” he said.

Thousands have commented on Gallenkus’ social media feeds,
expressing their anger, sorrow and shock.  “Art is powerful be-

cause it can express that which is beyond words. Praying for the
healing of our world,” Subra, a Facebook user, wrote under one
image.  “I am from Syria. Every time I see your pictures and the
destruction of my country compared to the comfortable life in the
West, I cry. We used to have the same life, but war took everything
from us,” Haroun, another user, wrote. With all the messages of
support from across the globe, Gallenkus says he is determined
to continue his work in the hope of making the world a “happy
and beautiful place for all”. —AFP

Turkish artist goes viral with 
stark misery/comfort images

At a burial site high in the Pamir Moun-
tains, music from an ancient harp and
the smell of burning cannabis and ju-
niper incense fill the air, part of an

elaborate ceremony to commune with the di-
vine-and the dead. These rituals took place
2,500 years ago and represent the oldest known
use of marijuana for its psychoactive properties,
according to scientists who analyzed archeolog-
ical remains in China’s western Xinjiang province
using forensic technology.

Their findings were published in the journal
Science Advances on Wednesday and place
cannabis among the growing number of crops,

from apples to walnuts, that researchers believe
developed into their modern form along the Silk
Road, said Robert Spengler, the study’s lead ar-
chaeobotanist. “The exchange routes of the early
Silk Road functioned more like the spokes of a
wagon wheel than a long-distance road, placing
Central Asia at the heart of the ancient world,”
said Spengler, of the Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History in Jena, Germany.

“Our study implies that knowledge of
cannabis smoking and specific high-chemical-
producing varieties of the cannabis plant were
among the cultural traditions that spread along
these exchange routes.” This contrasts with the
earlier domestication of less psychologically po-
tent forms of cannabis in eastern China where
hemp was grown for its oily seeds and durable
fibers for clothing and cordage-a practice that
began more than 6,000 years ago. The present
study examined the Jirzankal Cemetery which
lies close to China’s border with Tajikistan and
where excavation work began in 2013.

Researchers discovered ten wooden braziers
(or burners) containing stones with obvious
burning traces from eight exhumed tombs at the
site. The ancient cemetery is located more than
3,000 meters above sea level and has several
notable characteristics.

Its surface is covered with black and white
stones arranged into long strips, and dotted with
numerous circular burial mounds with rings of
stones underneath. The mounds find parallels in
contemporaneous burial sites throughout Cen-

tral Asia, suggesting shared culture and beliefs,
but the purpose of the burners was not immedi-
ately clear.

Human sacrifice 
The scientists analyzed the wooden burners

and the burnt stones using gas chromatography
- mass spectrometry (GCMS), a technique that
is often applied in forensic analyses but has only
recently been used to investigate ancient re-
mains. It works by separating chemical mixtures
and then identifying the components at the mo-
lecular level.

“To our excitement, we identified the bio-
markers of cannabis notably the chemicals re-
lated to the psychoactive properties,” said
Professor Yimin Yang, the lead analyst for the
study at the University of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences. The cannabinoids detected on the

wooden burners were mainly cannabinol (CBN),
which is what the main psychoactive component
of cannabis, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), de-
composes into when exposed to air. 

This evidence-along with the recovery of
other artifacts such as angular harps, an impor-
tant musical instrument in ancient funerals, and
burners made from juniper wood which release
a potent turpentine fragrance-point to elaborate
rituals carried out in a thick cloud of hallucino-
gen smoke guiding people into an altered state
of mind. Intriguingly, Yang told AFP one of the
tombs contained the body of an individual who
appeared to have died a natural death, along
with others who had cut marks on their bones
and skulls, which the excavators interpreted as
signs of human sacrifice. DNA analysis is now
being attempted to try to determine whether
they were related, he added. — AFP

High spirits: Study finds cannabis
first used in C Asian funerals

An excavated tomb, located northeast of Qushiman Village in the Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous County of Xin-
jiang province, is displayed.

In this photo received by AFP from the Institute of
Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
a wooden brazier (burner) and stones used to burn
cannabis that was excavated from the Jirzankal
cemetery, located northeast of Qushiman Village in
the Tashkurgan Tajik Autonomous County of Xin-
jiang province, is displayed. — AFP photos

Turkish artist Ugur Gallenkus works with his laptop at his home in Istanbul. — AFP photos


